We present asymptotically exact expressions for the expected sizes of relations defined by two well-studied
2) The canonical factorable recursion we consider is 
mt(X, X) :-m(X). The following theorem tells us that the probability that X(r) is small tends to a constant that depends on c alone. Furthermore, the expected size of X(r),
given that X(r)
is small tends to another constant that also depends only on c. Theorem 3.1 For sufficiently large n, with probability tending to 1, there exist two cycles in the unique largest strong component of D of lengths 1 and k respectively such that gcd(l, k) = 1.
Proof
Let~(n) be the cardinality of the set {m I m < n and gcd(m, n) = 1}. It was proved in [RS62] that a lower bound for @(n) is n/ log log n. This implies that given a cycle of length k, there are kqb(k) edge from x to y. The blue edges will be added with probability pl and the red edges with probability pz.
Therefore, the probability that there will neither be a blue edge nor a red edge between any two vertices is (1-pl)(l-p2)
which is 1 -(pl +p2 -p1p2). he in-degree of any vertex has the distribution BZN(ra, c/n).
Hence the above inequality gives that
where PC = n M("+l$. It can be verified that~grows faster than log n and that (log n)logn grows faster than n which implies that the above expression goes to zero as n tends to infinity. D > nlfm] tends to zero as n tends to injiniiy, for any constant m >0.
The proof is similar to the previous theorem except that we will need to look at the distribution of the out-degree of the vertices rather than their indegree. D
We will need the following lemma that says given inn random vertices, the probability that all of them have small reachability goes to zero as n tends to infinity. < {(1 -e) + 0(ln3 n/n)}k which goes to zero as n tends to infinity. D
The rest of this section will derive a theorem that is needed for the CFR programs alone. Let kl and kz be two positive constants such that kl + kz = 1, and let us randomly label kln of the vertices of a random digraph type A vertices and k2n of the vertices type B vertices. Proof Since, S =~=1 C5r,E(S) =(1 -0')n. Also, II(S2) = E(S) + n(n -1) E(6.6. ), where u and v are any two distinct vertices. By Lemma 3.3 we have that E(6U6U) < E(6U)(E(6") + 0(log2 n/n)). It now follows that variance of S is O(n log2 n) and the desired conclusion now follows from Chebyshev's inequality. n We will need the following two refinements of the results of Section 2.2 for our future discussions. Lemma 3.4 With probability tending to 1, lX(r)l (recall Definition 2.1) in a digraph D drawn from Dn,Cln will be bounded above by in in n, given that X(r) is small. 
Sizes of Recursive Relations
In this section by size of the answer to a program, we mean the size of the fixpoint of the recursively defined relation in that program. We will be using the graph theoretic formulation of the problem of finding the sizes of fixpoints of relations that we discussed in Section 2.1. We recall that the a and the b graph are drawn from Dn ,Cln and O will denote the unique root in [0, 1] of the equation 1 -z -e-ez = O.
Recall that LA RGEOUT is the set {u]X(U) is large}, LA RGEIN is the set {vIY(v) is large}, and LARGE is the set {uIX(U) and Y(u) is large}. We will denote the set LARGEO UT of the a graph by LOUT.
and LA RGEIN of the a graph by LIN.. Similarly, we will denote LARGEO UT of the b graph by LOtlTb and LA RGEIN of the b graph by LINb.
than those identified in the previous theorem is of a smaller order than n2.
The following definitions are needed before we can proceed to the next theorem. The following theorem identifies a set of vertices that and the set Q(i) is defined as follows:
will almost certainly be in the answer to SG. That gives a lower bound on the size of the materialized Q(i) = {(z, y) I (z, y) E R(i) A z G LOUT.} relation for SG. n Theorem 4.1 With probability tending to 1, the Theorem 4.2 With probability tending to 1, an upsize of the answer to SG will be at least @znz + per bound on the size of the answer to SG will be O(nl+'), o < c <1.~z nz + O(n*+'), O < c <1.
Proof
We know that there will be more than inn vertices in LINa with probability tending to 1. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that the probability that all these inn vertices will have a small reverse reachability in the b graph tends to zero. Therefore, with probability tending to 1, there exists at least one vertex which is in LINa as well as in LINb.
Let ZO be one such vertex. Let kl and kz be two natural numbers such that gcd(kl, k2) = 1. Then it is a well known fact that every natural number N > No, for some No, can be expressed as ikl + jk2 where i and j are some nonnegative integers.
We can then conclude, from the above and Theorem 3.1, that there exists a positive integer Na such that for N > N., every vertex z in LOUT., will have a path of length N to Z. in the a graph. Similarly, there exists a positive integer Nb such that every vertex y E LOUTh will have a path of length N to Z. in the b graph, where N > Nb. This proves that every vertex pair (z, y) such that z E LOUT.
and y c LOUTh will be in the answer to SG.
The number of such vertex pairs is 02n2 + O(nl+') from Theorem 2.3 and the desired result follows. D
We will now prove that the lower bound of the previous theorem is in fact an upper bound too. In other words, the contribution from the vertex pairs other
Proofi
We have shown in the last theorem that with probability tending to 1, all vertex pairs (z, y) where z G LOUT~and y E LOUTh will be in the answer to SG. We will now derive an upper bound on the number of vertex pairs (z, y), where z @ LOUT= or y~LOUTh, that will be in the answer to SG. We will show that the number of such vertex pairs is O(nl+C), O< E<l. It can be seen that~~=1 R(i) is an upper bound on the number of distinct vertex pairs (z, y) such that x @ LOUTa or y $ LOUTh that are produced as answer to SG . We will derive an upper bound on R(r) and then multiply it by n to get an upper bound on the above sum. We consider a case by case analysis based on the position of r in the a and b graphs. CASE 1: r E LOUT.
and r E LOUTh R(r) = O from the definition of R(r).
CASE 2: r~LOUT. and r~LOUTh Since R(r) = P(r) UQ(r), we will derive upper bounds on P(r) and Q(r) and add them up to get an upper bound on R(r). The argument for both cases is similar, we will present the argument for P(r) alone.
Let S = {z ] (z, y) c P(r)}. All vertices in S have a forward reachability which is at most in in n by Lemma
3.4, It is now easy to see that [S[ is less
than or equal to Z(r), where Z(r) is the number of vertices that have a path to r of length in in n or less in the a graph. We can therefore infer from Theorem 3.2 that ISI is O(nlim). If Y(r) (recall Definition 2.1) of the a graph does not have an exceptional vertex in it, all paths from vertices in S to r in the a graph are simple paths (a path where no vertex is repeated). If they were not simple, then there is a directed cycle and that implies the presence of a strong component of size greater than 1. Therefore all paths from the vertices in S to r in the a graph are at most in in n in length, since a simple path of length greater than in in n would imply a reachability bigger than in in n. The number of y's that can now be paired with vertices in S is at most O(nllm), from Theorem 3.2. The reason here is that the length of the path from y to r in the b graph has to be the same aa the length of the path from z to r in the a graph, if x and y are to be paired.
So, if Y(r) of the a graph does not contain an exceptional vertex, an upper bound on P(r) is 0(n2fm). If Y(r) of the a graph has an exceptional vertex in it, the vertices in S could potentially have long paths to r in the a graph and at worst O(n) y's could be paired with x and so an upper bound on P(r) in this case is O(nl+ll~). has a large reachability, in which case a proof similar to Theorem 4.1 will prove the preceding claim; or it has a small reachability that contains a Type A vertex. Therefore, total number of vertex pairs (z, V) such that 6= = O and y c LOUTb that will be in the answer is (n -~~=1 6.)(%).
This expression is 0'0n2 + O(nl+') by Theorem 3,5.
Consider the vertex pairs (z, y) such that z c LOUT.. This will also yield 0'0n2 + O(nlt') by a similar argument as above. But, we have counted the vertex pairs (z, y) such that x E LOUT. and y~LOUTb twice. So subtracting~2n2 for that, we get the final expression EI(2EY -0)n2 + O(nl+'). u
An interesting point to note about the results in this section is that they are not expected size results, in the sense that they are not averages over some space of graphs. Instead, these results say that for any individual random graph, with probability tending to one the size of the materialized relation will be close to the number predicted by the corresponding anaIytic formula.
4.2
Programs with rewriting
In this section we present results for the programs generated by the Magic Sets and Factoring rewriting algorithms in response to the queries sg( 1, Y)? and t(l, Y)?. In the following, we say the the magic set is "big" if X( 1) in the a graph is large.
Theorem 4.4 With probability tending to 1, the size of the answer to SGmJ, if the magic set is big, is at least e3n2 + O(nl+'), O < c <1.
Proof
Recall that the magic set is the reachability set from vertex 1 in the a graph. If the magic set is big, then all the vertices that are in LINd are in the magic set. We can now prove similar to the proof for SG that every vertex pair (z, y) such that z c LARGE of the a graph and y E LOUTb will be in the answer to SG~g. Therefore, from Theorem 2.3, the number of such vertex pairs is 03n2 + O(nl+c) and the desired result for SG~~follows. u Theorem 4.5 With probability tending to 1, an upper bound on the size of the answer to SGm9, if the magic set is big, is 03n2 + O(nl~C), O < c < 1.
We have seen in the previous theorem that, if the magic set is big, then all the vertices of LIN.
are in the magic set and all vertex pairs (z, y) such that x E LARGE of the a graph and y E LOUTb will be in the answer to SG~~. If 1 is not in LARGE of the a graph, then the vertices of the magic set that are in LOUTa but not in LINa form a subset of the vertices that have a path from 1 of length less than in in n. From Theorem 3.3 we can conclude that the number of vertices in the Magic set that are in LOUTa but not in LINa is O(nl/m) and the contribution to the answer is going to be at most ) rom these extra vertices. We are left to O(nl+l/~f deal with the contribution from vertex pairs (z, y) such that z @ LOUT..
A reasoning similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that this contribution is O(nl+C).
u be seen that kl = @ and kz = 1 -61. All vertices r such that br = O will be in the answer (and no other vertex will be in the answer). This is because from previous arguments, it follows that all the vertices in LOUTb will be in the answer and all vertices of the b graph that have a vertex of the magic set in X(r) will also be in the answer. Therefore, the desired result for CFRja.,.., when the magic set is big, follows from Theorem 3.5.
We now turn to CFRfactor when magic set is small. Notice that what we actually need to know in this case is if any of the vertices in the magic set is in LA RGEIN of the b graph. If not, then we will have O(n') vertices only in the answer. If there is at least one, then we will have (% + O(ne) vertices in the answer. It then follows from Corollary 3.2 that the probability of the second event is 1 -~. Hence the desired result follows when magic set is small for cFRja.to.. n 
2.
The expected size of the answer to CF&9 tends to @3(2W -e)n2 + O(nl+'), where O < c <1
The expected size of the answer to CFRfaCtOr tends to (3'%+ (1 -El)(l -~)%+ O(n'), which simplifies to @(2W -e)n + O(nc), where 0 <(<1.
Proof
If the magic set is small, the size of the answer to CF&9
is O(nl+'). Since, the probability the magic set is big is El, the expression for the expected size of the answer to CF&g follows from Theorem 4.7.
The result for CFRjaCtO, follows from Theorem 4.7 and the fact that the probability the magic set is big is~. u
5
Experimental Results
In this section we describe experimental results that demonstrate the convergence of the above results. We generated random digraphs for various values of n and p and we wrote simple programs to compute the tuples that would have been generated by a fixpoint evaluation algorithm with those random graphs as the base relations.
We present one set of experiments here wherein we held the number of nodes in the graph constant at 256, while we varied c from 1.25 to 4.0, in steps of 0.25. The results for the same generation program is shown in Figure  2 and the results for the canonical factorable program is shown in Figure  3 Figure  3 gives the average number of tuples materialized by the Factoring rewriting algorithm, divided by n (as opposed to n2 for other cases). It can be seen that in all cases, the results are in close agreement with the analytic formulas.
Conclusion
We derived analytic formulas for the sizes of materialized relations for the "same generation" and the "canonical factorable recursion". We considered the programs without rewriting as well as the rewritten programs produced by the Magic Sets Strategy and Factoring technique in response to selection queries.
We ran experiments that agree closely with the analytic formulas.
Our results demonstrate that unless the arity of the recursive predicate can be reduced or the base relations are extremely sparse, pushing selections by restricting the fixpoint evaluation produces only a small savings over evaluating the original, nonrewritten program.
The approach we adopted was to use random digraphs to model the base relations.
Then, the question of the size of the materialized relation transforms into a question about the properties of a random graph or the interaction between some number of random graphs. We believe that this approach can be used effectively for a wider class of recursions than 
